[Those gatherings of blood beneath your skin]
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Those gatherings of blood beneath your skin
keep me awake at night—they bring you shame.
We cannot speak of it, this state you’re in.

Investigation’s not something within
your will, better to not determine blame
of gatherings of blood beneath your skin.

You wrap a towel across your arms, its thin
and frayed blue blotched with red: this parlor game
we cannot speak of—mortal state you’re in.

An inadvertent scratch or bump begins
a steady seep you dab but do not claim.
Those gatherings of blood beneath your skin
cannot be evidence for stasis when
these continents have added mass, declaim
we cannot speak of them. These states have been

assembling forces, drawing boundaries, *win*
their goal, but what that means we cannot name.
Those gatherings of blood beneath your skin.
We cannot speak of it, this state you’re in.
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